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ABSTRACT 

This article, using the case of Chad, and placing it in comparative context, suggests 
that Third World militarism has not been fully imagined. Specifically, it will argue 
that a process which constitutes violent institutions has escaped the notice of 
students of militarism. Further, it will suggest that this process, called that of 
dispersion of violent force, has placed a number of Third World states under 
siege, occasionally provoking their descent into anarchy. The existence of such 
processes raises the question of whether Third World states are undergoing a 
structural history that is fundamentally different from that which characterized the 
evolution of the modern great powers. This investigation is made using a structural 
history approach. 
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RESUMEN 

A través del caso del Chad y ubicándolo en un contexto comparativo, este artículo 
sugiere que el militarismo tercermundista no ha sido completamente imaginado. 
Específicamente, se argumenta que el proceso por el cual se constituyen 
instituciones violentas ha escapado de la atención de los estudiosos del militarismo. 
Adicionalmente se sugerirá que ese proceso, llamado la dispersión de la fuerza 
violenta, ha ubicado bajo la mira a varios estados tercermundistas derivando 
ocasionalmente en su anarquía. A la existencia de tales procesos subyace la 
cuestión de una historia que es fundamentalmente diferente a aquella que 
caracteriza la evolución de los grandes poderes modernos. Esta investigación 
se elabora a partir de una aproximación de la historia estructural. 

PALABRAS CLAVES: Guerra, Chad, Militarismo, Tercer Mundo, Estado. 

lntroduction 

In 1990 ldriss Déby. once head of the army in Hissen 

Habré's government. then head of his own national 

liberation movement, engineered a number of military 

1 Este texto corresponde a la ponencia del mismo nombre 
que el Dr. Reyna pronunció en el marco del IX Congreso de 
Antropología en Colombia realizado en la ciudad de Popayán, 

victories against Habré that drove his former boss into 

exile in the Novotel in northern Camerouns. Déby then 

assumed the presidenry in December of 1990. Since that 
time perhaps seven national liberation «armies» have 
formed and operate in southern. northern, eastern. and 

organizado por la Universidad del Cauca durante los días 
19-21 de julio de 2000. Se publica con la a.utorización del 
autor. 
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western Chad. All seek to do unto Déby what he did 
to Habré. In the east central portion of the country, 
armed gangs called by wags in the capital N'Katha 
Zulu murder, pillage, and sell their loot in neighboring 

Sudan. The French felt obliged in 1992 to send military 
assistance. There were massacres of suspected rebels 
by government troops just north of the capital in 199 3. 

Abbas Ko~. a former Chief of Staff in Déby's regime, 

led a coup attempt in October 199 3. There is 

speculation as to whether the state in Chad will 

disintegrate, againl2 

The military has a «central role» in Third World 
states (CAMMACK, POOL and TORDOFF 1993: 

133). This article, using the case ofChad, and placing 

it in comparative context. suggests that Third World 

militarism has not been fui [y imagined3• Specifical[y. it 

will argue that a process which constitutes violent 

institutions has escaped the notice of students of 

militarism. Further, it will suggest that this process, 

called that of dispersion of violent force, has placed a 

number ofThird World states under siege. occasional[y 

provoking their descent into anarchy. The existence of 
such processes raises the QUestion of whether Third 

World states are undergoing a structural history that 
is fundamentally different from that which 

characterized the evolution of the modem great 

powers. This investigation is made using a structural 

history approach. A word is in order concerning the 

approach. 

2 For rea<;ons that will become clear later in the text I prefer not 
to use the Weberian definition of the state. Rather, a «state» is 
understood to be a territory in which there are two sets of 
institutions, those of a central government and those of the 
civil society, where the government in varying degrees attempts 
to domínate persons within the civil society. States 
«disintegrate» when the organs of the central government either 
cease to function or barely function. They «reintegrate» when 
these begin to operate again. 
3 Use of the term irnagined in the text, though suggested by 
Anderson (1983), should not be construed as acceptance of 
his views. Indeed, an implicit position of this article is that 
much of what goes on in social life comes as an unimagined 
surprise. 
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Approach 

« The fundamental problem in Chad is above al/ a 
structural problem ... '' 

(Moise Ketté, February 27, in FBIS 1994). 

Ketté, the leader of a rebel movement in southem Chad, is 

correct. Specifical!y. it is a problem that results from the 
eXistence of a 9'f>e of relations of domination. In order to 

understand what is being said, the notion of relations of 

domination needs to be introduced. 

Societies may be represented as networks of 
organizations of power. Understanding how such networks 

are constituted and how their constitutions change depends 

upon two related notions, those offorce and power. Actions 

do not simp[y occur. Rather they happen because 

something has the power to make them happen. Power. 

the abili~ to make things occur. ultimate!Y results from the 

exercise of force; which is the utilization of combinations 

of different resources that can generate different outcomes. 

Force is not power. lt is that which makes power. The amount 

of powder in a cartridge has to do with its force. The fact 
that the bullet when fired penetrated siX inches has todo 

with its power. Force is not always violent. Missionaries 

exercise non violent force that has the power to covert 

sorne. CrucifiXion is an exercise of violent force that has the 

power to slow conversion4
• 

lndividuals who are utter!Y alone posses on!Y the 
force oftheir single bodies. Social structures, on the other 

hand, stockpile resources which gives them, relative to 

individuals. enormous endowments of force. Thus it is 

organizations that effective!Y possess the force that can be 

exercised to generate different powers. This implies. if 

history is temporal ordering of actions, that it is exercises 

of force in networks of social structures which generates 

the powers that produces the actions that are history. Such 

a history is a structural history. 

History involves an ana[ysis of relations of 
domination. These are the structures in which certain actors 

4 A relations of domination approach to structural history is 
presented in Reyna (1994a). Discussion of precolonial relations 
of dornination in Chad are addressed in Reyna (1994b ). Changes 
to the relations of domination during the colonial and 
postcolonial periods are analyzed in Reyna (forthcoming). 
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control, i.e. domínate, other: actors in a population. 

Domination reQuires force and this. as ¡ust suggested, is 
exercised by institutions with resource endowments. Such 

endowments, including capital. people, tools, raw materials, 
and the knowledge of how to combine these to attain ends 

might be conceived of as means of domination. 

Organizations with interacting actors. as in the state, 

exercising different forces. constitute a force field. Actors 

exercising force against each other to control each other 
are in conflict. Weaker actors expending force to frustrate 

stronger ones are exhibiting resistance. More powerful 
actors. whose exercise of force results in their control over 

weaker actors, have dominated the latter and have 

established relations of domination in frelds of force. 

Anarchy. as here denned, is a situation where the 
operation and distribution of forces in a field of force are 

such that it is not possible to produce stable relations of 
domination. Processes in flelds of force in which force is 

accumulated within a particular institution are those of 

concentration. Processes in which the reverse occurs, and 

force is diffused among a number ofinstitutions, are those 

of dispersion. Sometimes the dispersion of violent force 

can raise resistance to levels where it is impossible to 
establish enduring relations of domination, provoking 
anarchy 

1 argue that a dispersion of violent force has 

occurred in certain Third World countries since the end of 

World War 11. The argument is developed as follows. A 

history of the postcolonial Chadian state is provided in the 

following section. Next the possibili~ that this history might 
be explained in terms of ethnici~ and nationalism is 

discussed and rejected. Then there is a demonstration of 

how great and regional powers instituted a dispersion of 
violent force that made the state an anarchic field of force 

in Chad. A final section puts the instance of Chad in a 

comparative context, suggesting that what happened in Chad 

is·the replacement of a Weberian state by a postmodern 

variant; a transforrnation that, though current!Y unimagined, 
is not uncommon in the Third World, and may well be of 
historie dimensions. 

A brief word is in arder about Chad. lt is a large 

country of 1,284,000 SQ!Jare kilometers, rough!_y twice 

the size of France. that occupies most of what is known as 

the central Sudan. There has been a tendency of both 
officials and scholars to imagine this region as composed 

of two very different parts a north and a south. The latter 
region is to the south and west of the Shari river. lt is an 

area of relative!J' well watered savanna, occupying perhaps 
a fifth of the country. with about one halfits approXimate!Y 

six mili ion population. The majar ethnic groups in the south 
prior to colonization were stateless, non-Muslim Sara and 

Masa speakers. 

The north is a far more arid region. The extreme 

north in a rough parallelogram running from the Tibesti 

mountains to the Ennedi Highlands to the Wadai plateau to 
Lake Chad is desert. lmmediate!Y south of the desert is a 

sahelian zone. Most of the ethnic groups in the north were 

Muslim. Camel pastoralists, called Tubu. controlled the 
desert. Cattle pastoralists, who tended to be Arab speakers. 

transhumed south of the Tubu. Stretching from west to 

east in this zone were a string of precolonial states su eh as 

Bagirrni and Wadai. Chad was colonized by the French 
starting around 1900. lt was they who first imposed a state 

organization over the north and south and who dominated 

the two regions from their capital in what is today 

N'Djamena. lndependence was granted in 1960. 

Unimagined endings 

Chad, thus, has been independent for 34 years. During 
this period there have been five presidents: Francois 

Tombalbaye ( 1960 - 75). Felix Malloum ( 1975 - 79). 

Goukouni Oueddeni ( 1980- 82). Hissen Habré ( 1982-

90) and ldriss Déby ( 1990 present). Particulars of each 

ruler's reign are described in arder to establish the eXistence 

of a distinctive praXis in Chadian politics5
• 

An election was held ayear prior to lndependence 

( 1960) that was won by the Partí Progressíste Tchadíen 
(PPn. whose head Tombalbaye had the right to become 

the first president of the fledgling republic. Throughout 
196 1 - 62 Tombalb'!}'e disposed of all his southern. pa~ 

5 Discussion of the Chadian civil wars roughly between 1966 
and 1980 can be found in Buijtenhijs (1978), Bouquet (1982), 
Chapelle (1980), Reyna (ND). Accounts of post 1980 events 
can be found in Boyd (1984), Joffe (1986), Kelley (1986), Lanne 
(1987), and May ( 1990). For events in the 1990s 1 ha ve relied 
upon my own interviews. 
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rivals. In 1963 he turned against the northerners. At the 
same time, he made the PPT the sole legal paf"o/ and himself 
president for life. At this point many of those who would 
rebel against Tombalbaye fled the country. 

A nationalliberation movement called the Front de 
Libération Nationale du Tchac[(Frolinat) was formed in 
1966. Two rebel fighting forces were created: la Premiere 
Armée, that operated in east central regions, and la 
DeuziemeArmée, that fought in the extreme north. France 

supplied up to 3000 troops to support Tombalb<!)'e's 
Armée Nationale Tchadienne_(ANn between 1969 and 
1971. These troops employed tactics that emphasized 
the use of air power for ground support, tactics that 
resembled those that the U.S. was using at the same time 
in VietNam. The French won every engagement and were 
gratified by the success oftheir 20 mm helicopter mounted 
cannon. 

Qaddafi gained control oflibya in 1969 and, though 
initiai!Y wary of Frolinat, he had cometo see it by 1970 as 
useful to his ends. With the support ofSoviet block nations. 
speciai!Y East Germany. the First and Second Armies were 
trained and armed by the Libyans (BUIITENHUIJS 1978). 
When the French ceased direct military intervention in June 
of 1971 , the strengthened Frolinat forces crushed the ANT. 
As a result, Tombalbaye was assassinated ( 1975) by 
elements of his own securio/ forces. 

Tombalbaye was replaced by his former Chief of 
Staff, Malloum, who governed as the head of the Consei/ 
Supérieur Militaíre (CSM). The forces opposing 
Tombalbaye had not been defeated and they continued to 
oppose Malloum. However, a split occurred in the 2nd 
Ar~ with its former leaders dMding it into two new forces. 
One part became the Forces Armées du Nord(FAN). This 
was led by Habré, a former official in the Tombalbaye 
regime. The other part became the Forces Armées 
Populaires(FAP). This was commanded by Goukouni, the 
son ofthe head (derdé) ofthe Teda, and on!Y majar leader 
who was not an ex official. Malloum would be supported 
by the French. FAN and especial !Y FAP would have Libyan 
assistance. 

During the first three years of the Malloum regime 
French military support for the CSM graduai!Y eroded. 
Libyan support, especiai!Y for the FAN, great!Y increased. 
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FAN troops continued to receive training from the Libyans 
as well as sophisticated arms such as SAM missiles and 
incendiary phosphorous mortars. 

As a result ofthis situation, Malloum was routed by 
1978. However, bythis time Habré and Goukouni were in 
conflict with each other over libya, with the latter pro and 
the former anti Qaddafi. A defeated Malloum sought to 
profit from this split by inviting Habré to join his government. 
Habré did so, inflltrated FAN into the capital, overcame 
Malloum (when the French deserted him) in 1979. However. 
ayear latter Goukouni, massive!Y supported by the Libyans 
and their Soviet block allies, fought Habré in the streets of 
N'Djamena. 

This combat was witnessed by a US military person 
who was a veteran ofViet Nam. He described the fighting 
as more intense than he had experienced at Hué during 
the Tet offensive. Habré, unable to stand against an 
estimated 200 Soviet T54 and T55 tanks, was driven for 
the first time into exile at the Novotel in the northern 
Camerouns6

• 

Goukouni, then, proceeded to rule in 1980, 
presiding over a government known as the Gouvernement 
d'Union Natíonale de Transition (GUNn. However, the 
FAN had not been destroyed. On the Sudan/Chad border 
Habré would enlarge, rearm, and retrain his forces. US 
support during this period seems to have been decisive. 
One source estimates that a $ 1 00 million in military aid 
was delivered to the Sudan destined for the FAN (IOFFE 
1986: 95). Habré was ofinterest to theAmericans because 
his anti Libyan stance was seen as a useful instrument for 
Reagan's anti Qaddafi policy. A CIA backed FAN marched 
large!Y unopposed during the dry season of 1982. The 
French remained neutral. GUNT was evicted from the 
capital in June of 1982. Habré was declared President. 

Justas Goukouni could not destroy the FAN, Habré 
did not destroy the GUNT; and it immediate!Y plotted 
armed opposition, finding a willing ai!Y in Qaddafi. By ear!Y 

6 The exact extent ofLibyan/Soviet block support for Goukouni 
is unknown. However, it has been suggested by one source 
that sorne 14,000 Libyan troops were withdrawn from Chad on 
November4, 1981 (LEMARCHAND 1984). Thesetroops were 
conventionally armed with considerable Soviet block logistical 
support. 
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1984 an army was created, the Armée de la Libération 
(ANL). This was organized in two main fronts. In the north 
were units that ultimate!Y descended from Frolinat. These 
included the FAP. firm!Y under the control of Goukouni, 
and pro Libyan. There was also a revived 1st Army. the 
CDR (which through late 1984 provided 60% of the 
GUNT's manpower). the U:>IGJnAr~ and the FAO. There 
was also a non Frolinat contingent in this northern front. 
These were soldiers from Tombalb<!}'e's ANT They were 
led by a southern leader, Col. Abdul Kadir Kamougue. who 
had been a officer in Tombalbaye's military and who was 
then Goukouni 's Vice President in the exiled GUNT. 
Kamougue's men supplied about 25 % of the GUNT's 
manpower through the end of 1984. 

After assuming the presidency. Habré had sent his 
forces into southern Chad to establish authori!y. The troops 
led by Déby were involved in atrocities that precipitated 
the creation of pure!Y southern guerilla movements. These 
were called codos. an abbreviation of commandos. There 
were at least six ofthese bythe middle of 1984: the Codos 
Rouge, lktt, Espoir. Noir; lktt Aigle, and Cocotier. Most 
codofighters carne from the defunctANT. Though originai!Y 
autonomous. the codos agreed in October of 1984 to 
unite with the GUNT Thus. by 1984 Habré faced a 
considerable coalition of ANL forces. This, however. was 
their high point. 

The ANL was supported by Libya. In 1986. with 
very considerable assistance from the Soviets and East 
Germans. Libya invaded northern Chad. ostensib!Y in 
support of its allies. This had a double effect. On the one 
hand. a number of GUNT leaders went over to Habré 
because he, compared to Qaddafi. was viewed as the lesser 
of two evils. On the other hand, Libyan invasion brought 
both the French and the Americans strong!Y into Habré's 
camp. French . American, and Chadian personnel 
campaigned together throughout 1987. When it was over 
a tenth of Libya · s army was lost and «Fred». an American 
of unknown connections. was busy «turning» Libyan 
prisoners inlo a contra force. 

The extent of great power involvement at this time 
was considerable. Since 1983, when the French became 
firm!Y committed to Habré. they were estimated to have 
spent on the order of $500,000 per dé!}' defending him 
against the ANL (lAMES 1986: 81 ). During the period 

1986 87, when Goukouni was defeated, the French were 
reported to have spent $ 1 00 millions in Chad (lAMES 
1987: 22). Thesewere the largest French militaryoperations 
since the Algerian War (LEMARCHAND 1984: 65). US 
support during the 1986 87 period was also substantial.lt 
rushed in « ... $25 million worth of military aid in addition to 
the regular $5 million in military assistance .... At times giant 
American Hercules C 130 cargo planes landed on an almost 
dai!Y basis in N'Djamena, fen:ying in military supplies in the 
form of trucks, guns, ammunition, and Redeye anti aircraft 
missiles» (lAMES 1987: 21). It is most implausible that 
Habré could have defeated the GUNT coalition without 
the help of his great power friends. 

However, even in victory opposition to Habré 
reemerged swift!Y from elements ofhis own administration. 
He had originai!Y come to power with considerable 
assistance from ldriss Miskine, who had led a rebel group 
from the Guera. Miskine died in 1 9 84. officiai!Y as a result 
of «malaria;» though it was wide!Y believed that he had 
been killed by a unit of Habré's secret service known as 
«the Vultures.» As a result, persons from the Guera in 
Habré's government became disaffected and formed in 
19 87 a rebel force called the Mouvement de Salut National 
(MOSNAn. 

The architects ofHabré's success against the Libyans 
had been two persons often said to be Zagawa. The first 
of these was Hassan Djamous. who had been the Chief of 
Staff in the war against Libya. The second was Idriss Déby. 
the army commander. Fearing that they might perish as did 
Miskine, Djamous. Déby. and the then Interior Minister, 
ltno staged a coup on April 1989. It failed and ltno and 
Djamous paid with their lives. Déby fought his way to the 
Sudan. There, after receiving «money and military 
eQuipment» from Libya. he created a rebel force, the 
Mouvement PatriotiQue du Sa/ut (MPS) (AFRICA 
CONFIDENTIAL 1989: 8). The MPS united with 
MOSNAT This force is reported to have received 
assistance from Togo and Burkina Faso (AFRICA 
CONFIDENTIAL 1990e: 4). 

Habré, for his part. concentrated his forces 

aggressive!Y in the heart of Zagawa territory in ear!Y 
1990. He did this with military assistance from Zaire, 
Israel, lraQ, and the US (see AFRICA CONFIDENTIAL 
1990e: 4- S; and AFRICA CONFIDENTIAL 1989: 4). 
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lf there was not a formal US/ lsraeli/lraQJ alliance toa id 

Habré, there was certain~ an «informal» working 

relationship. The level of US support for Habré at this 

time is unclear. He is described as having «close 

connections with the US» and as employing «former 

US Marines as personal bodyguards» (AFRICA 

CONFIDENTIAL 1990b: 3). Nevertheless. on 

November 2 S there was a spectacular defeat of Habré 

at lriba. A month latter Habré was on the road again to 

the now familiar Novotel. 

At present. the pattern is repeating itself. There 

are current~ probab!Y seven rebel movements that seek 

to destroy Déby's government. The most important of 

these is the Consei/ de Salul Nalional pour la Paix el la 
Démocralie au Tchad (CSNPDn located in southern 

Chad. This is headed by Moise Ketté, who was a member 

of Habré's notorious secret security service. The 

CSNPDT is described as «growing» in 1993 (AFRICA 

CONFIDENTIAL 1993: 6).Aspokesman forthegroup. 

said to number 7000, announced in September of last 

year, «We are prepared to die, they will have to 

exterminate us» (FBIS 1993: 1 ). 

In the region near Lake Chad a Mouvemenl pour 
la Démocralie el le Développemen((MDD) is operating. 

This group seems to have been created by Habré. lt is 

described as having an «impressive range of military 

hardware 1/4» (WEST AFRICA 1992: 69). The MDD. 

nicknamed the Khmer Rouge. is said to be made of 

large!Y of members of Habré's old secret police and 

his army. lt is described as wealthy andas CIA supported 

(AFRICA CONFIDENTIAL 1993: 6). As a result ofthe 

raids of groups like the CSNPDT and the MDD there is 

again tal k of the «fragmentation» of Chad (!bid.: 5). 

went unpaid, as roads crumbled , as schools closed. 

and legal cases went unheard. lf. as defined in the first 

section, anarchy is a situation where there are unstable 

relations of domination in fields of force, then Chad 

regular~ descends into anarchy. Readers should 

understand that nobody in Chad intended this situation. 

This poses the Question, why the unimagined anarchy? 

Ethnicity 

More often than not journalists and scholars have 

attributed the civil wars that make and unmake presidential 

regimes in Chad to tribal or ethnic contlictl. Such 

explanations are on~ convincing if. indeed. the 

belligerencíes just described have been ethnic. War may 
be said to be «ethnic» if two conditions are satisfied. 

The first of these is that the immediate cause of hostilities 

involves disputes between existing ethnicities. The 

second condition is that hostilities are performed by 
institutions of the ethnicities in contlict. 

Belligerence is sometimes initiated in Chad as a 

result of confrontations between ethnicities. However, 

the casus belli of the wars described earlier appears to 

have been the political defeat of an official. Frolinat's 

founders had been ousted by Tombalbaye. Habré 

rearmed FAN after 1980 because he been ousted by 
Goukouni. Déby organized the MPS because he had 

been ousted by Habré. 

Hostilities also occurred as a result of anticipated 

política! gains. Habré, for example, had been a relative!Y 

low official in the Tombalbaye regime. However, he 

switched sides and went over to Frolínat in the ear!Y 

1970s because he seems to have calculated that he 

Every president's rule, save for that ofthe current could rise farther asan organizer of Frolínat forces. 

officeholder. has ended in his violent overthrow. These lt should eQuai!Y be noted that the civil wars did 

unintended endings. at least from the vantage of the not involve the institutions of ethnicities. Neither the 

dispossessed president, are the signature of Chadian armies of pre colonial states líke Bagirmi or Wadai, nor 

political praxis. They involve an alternation between the kin based militia of acephalous ethnicíties such as 

disintegration, towards the end of a reign. and the Sara were mobilized to fightthe wars ofhigh officials. 

reintegration at the beginning of a new reign. The Rebel fighting units were trained in the case of Frolinat 

structural history of the Chadian state is one in which 

governments have lacked the ability to domínate rebel 

movements. Five times the government has had its 7 Buijtenhijis (1978) argues from the perspective of northern 

domination unravel as taxes went unpaid, as officials also Chad in favor of treating Chad's civil wars as ethnic conflicts. 
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by Soviet block specialists in unconventional, low 

intensiry conflict. Sorne of Habré 's soldiers were 

probab!Y trained by gentlemen like «Fred,» that is by 
US specialists in unconventional war. These units once 
trained were led by ex officials who organized them 

along bureaucratic lines, influenced by contemporary 

notions of guerilla warS. Certain!Y the soldiers of different 

rebel forces tended to be drawn from the ethnicities of 
their leaders. However, rebel forces were never uniQ!.le!Y 

constituted by a single ethniciry (MAGNANT 1984: 
48)9 • 

Further, recruitment appears to have been as much 

from a specific educational category as from ethnicities. 
Throughout Chad there are young m·en who have had 

sorne formal education, but who have been obliged to 

stop schooling prior to finishing high school. Education 
gives these men aspirations beyond the local communiry. 

Many, in fact, dream of becoming fonctíonnaires 

(officials). Economic conditions dictate that such men 

become large!Y underemployed urban laborers or that 
they return to their rural kin's land, where they become 

ordinary meskín (poorfolk). To such men, joining a 

liberation army is a way of becoming a «somebody.» 
Rebel forces, thus, tend to be led by ex officials who 

command soldiers that are would be officials. 

R The lst Army in the mid l970s had acquired modero weapons 
and unifonns. lt divided its zone of operations into seven 
wilayas, military commands. There was a rnilitary council that 
supervised the operations of the different commands. Each 
wílay was represented on thc council by its commander and a 
delegate elected from its soldiers. Sold.iers were given extensive 
training in guerilla operations; often from their own leaders, 
who had received such training from Middle Eastem or Soviet 
block specialists. A twenty page manual explained to the 
sold.iers their responsibilities and the punishments that wouJd 
be incurred if they were dcrelict in the execution of these. Weber 
would classify such a fighting force as bureaucratic. 
9 Sometimes is said that this or that liberation anny is composed 
of Goran, Sara, or Hadjerai tribesmen, as if each of these tenns 
designated a single, di serete, and fixed ethnicity. They do not. 
The tenns Goran, Sara, or Hadjerai are generic expressions 
applied by outsiders that classify in common different peoples 
with different and changing ethnic identities. The word «Goran», 
for example, was u sed by Chadian Arabs with whom I lived in 
the early 1970s pretty muchas a pejorative to describe anybody 
living in the desert. Kreda, Zagawa, Teda, Daza were alllumped 
together as Goran. Then, as toda y, a Zagawa knows that s/he is 
nota Teda. 

The preceding suggests that neither condition 
needed to Qualifj Chad's wars as ethnic conflicts is 
satisfied. Put blunt!Y. Chadian presidential wars have not 

involved tribes fighting tribes over tribal affairs. They 
have involved officials, ex officials, and would be officials 
fighting each other for control over the state. The anarchy. 
then, is not the result of ethnic fratricide. 

Nationalism 

lt might be argued that at the heart of the anarchy are 

nationalist ideologies 10
• Specifical~. it might be 

hypothesized that the different actors in Chad's interna! 

wars possess competing national aspirations, and that it 
is these that provoke in large measure the violerice. So 

attention turns to the ideological discourse ofimportant 

actors. 

An essential similariry between all the presidents 
and most of their opponents, even as they tried to kili 
each other, is that they have been nationalists. lnstitutions 

of the state and rebels have functioned to create and 

diffuse emblems, rituals, and discourse championing 

their image of a Chadian nation. A sense ofhow inventive 

this nationalist imagery has been can be acQ!.lired if one 

explores the ideological discourses ofTombalbaye. He, 

in a nice!Y tailored French suit, appealed to all Chadians 
in a 1961 speech, saying «Befare being Arab, Muslim, 

'Christian or Sara, we are Chadians1/ 4». He went on to 

promise the nation the gift of «la víe moderne>> which 

would be achieved through «développement» (in LE 

CORNEC 1963: 31 S) . Thus at the very beginning of 

Tombalbaye's rule nationalism is expressed in a 
discourse of modernization one being espoused 

vigorous!Y at the time by French technical advisers to 
his government. who probab!Y wrote the text of his 

speech. 

By the end of the 1960s, with the rebellion making 
the greatest headway in northern, lslamic areas, it was 

clear to all that the government needed to attract 

Muslims. So in 1972 the president, a Baptist, made the 

pilgrimage to Mecca; perhaps at the instigation of Ba 

10 Discussion of ideology and nationalism in the context of 
Chad can be found in Magnant (1984) and Ciammaichella (1990). 
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Abdoul Aziz, a Mauritanian who served as Tombalbaye 's 
advisor on lslamic matters. Afterwards he exchanged 

his suit for the robes worn by Muslims and s9'led himself 
el hadj. Thereafter his appeals for national uni9' had an 
lslamic ring to them. 

However, by the late summer of 1973 

Tombalbaye was concerned to create a tru[y Chadian 

nationalism. At the end of August the PPT was dissolved 

and replaced by the Mouvemenl Nalional poul la 
Révolution Culture/le el Sociale_(MNRCS). This new 

par9''s job was to invent tradition lots of it, and fast. 
The MNRCS was inspired by a similar movement 

occurring at the same time in Mobutu 's Zaire. Operating 
incessant[y over the radio, this cultural revolution 

demanded a «rélour aux sources». Gane was the 

Tombalbaye of modernization. Out was el hadj. In was 

the new Tombalbaye who spoke in terms of tchadilude. 

There were echos in tchadiludeofthe négrítude 
that had been important among African and C<iribbean 

intellectuals in the 1920s through the 1950s. Négritude, 
however, sought to celebrate universal Qualities shared 

by all blacks. Tchaditude_was far more particularistic lt 

was about Chad and Tombalbaye. lt was a «Chadian 

socialism.» According to one document of the time, 
this « ... was nota socialism based on that of Karl Marx. 

Chadian socialism has far more respect for the religious 

element that is one of the mental structures of the 

Chadian people ... « (in BOUQUET 1982: 147). 

In this tchaditude, the president was no longer 

mere[y a president. He was Ngarta, le Cuide. He traveled 

now in the presence of his Crand Críol (Great praise 

singer) who always sang the Qualities du Cuide, such as 

«Ngarta, champion des championsl JI connail tout, sans 
papieri» and even in English «Ngarla, number onel» 

The griot's chants were echoed endless[y on the radio. 

Tombalbaye. then, had concocted three variations upon 
a nationalist discourse; and it did him no good. 

His opponents shot him in the bel[y and left him 
to die. They did so in the name of nationalism. Frolinat, 

for example. which had been the key rebel organization 

in the struggle against Tombalbaye. stated that one of 
its majar goals was the « .. . uni9' of the Chadian nation». 

Mallourn and the CSM would stress an ideology 
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of «Réconcilialíon NalionaiD> that welcomed all into the 

<<grande famille lchadienne». Malloum 's chief opponent 

at the time was said to be « .. above all a nationalist ... 
uncompromising in his determination to build a 
nationstate» (LEMARCHAND 1984: 65). When Habré 

seized the government he made the day he carne to 

power «National Liberation, Uni9' and Mar9'rs» day. 
Further to disseminate his nationalism he created the 

Union Nationale pour l'lndépendence el la Révolution 
(UNIR), a party that in certain ways harked back to the 
MNRCS. 

Déby today governs with a strong[y nationalist 

ideology. Further, in response to the urging ofboth the 

French and the US, he has organized a Conférence 
Nationale Souveraine; one that seeks to institute more 

«democratic» means of attaining his nationalist goals. 
Nevertheless, the two majar rebel movements Habré's 

MDD and Ketté's CSNPDT attack Déby on the grounds 

that his is a defective nationalism and theirs is not. 

Thus the majar política! actors on all sides have 

consistent[y justified their actions on the basis of sorne 

form of nationalist ideology. Such evidence, of course, 

is consistent with a view that nationalism provokes 

Chadian conflict. However, 1 am skeptical of this view 

for reasons outlined below. 

The proposition that «Chadian nationalisms 

provoke conflict» is causal. Causal statements express 

the existence of spatio temporal orderings events and 

of the fact that in these orderings antecedent events 

produce subseQuent events (Miller 1987). This means 

that for a causal statement to be supported by evidence 
there must be observation of ( 1) spatio-temporal 

ordering and (2) the production of subseQuents by 
antecedents. This would mean for the proposition under 
evaluation that ( 1) Chadian nationalism occurs first in 

time and that the conflicts occur subseQuent[y and (2) 
that it is the nationalism that actual[y produces (i.e. 

causes) the contlicts. 

Evidence bearing upon the preceding is as 

follows. A number of persons. such as lbrahim Abatcha, 

were members of a paf9' called the Union Nationale 
Tchadienne(UNT) in the ear[y 1960s. This paf9', which 

has been called neo Marxist, was in opposition to 
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Tombalbaye's PPT. All parties save for the PPT were 

dissolved in 1962. This sharpened UNT strife against 

Tombalbaye. So the leadership of the UNT decided to 

draft a policy statement, written by Abatcha, that 

presented their position. Events soon moved QUick!Y. 

There were anti Tombalbaye riots in 1963 that were 

violent!Y suppressed. 

This made anti Tombalbaye leaders. including 

most of the leaders of the UNT. flee Chad. These exiled 

leaders met in Nyala in the Sudan and created Frolinat 

on june 22. 1 966. A «programme polítíQUe» was 

adopted at this time which. according to one 

commentator. was identical with that ofthe 1962 UNT 

polícy statement (BUIITENHIIS 1978: 123). This 

statement was the inception of Frolinat's version of 

Chadian nationalism. 

The point to grasp ís that those who would be 

Frolinat leaders were in conflict with Tombalbaye as far 

back as 1962. As a result of this, as a part of creating 

an organizatíon to combat Tombalbaye violent!Y. they 

also formulated a statement that would become their 

nationalistíc justification of thís combat. Thus spacio 

temporal ordering appears to be the reverse of what 

the proposition predicts. lnstead of nationalism 

provoking connict; connict produced Frolinat's 

nationalism. 

This spacio temporal seQuencing of connict and 

ideology seems to repeat itself through the succeeding 

presidencíes. When Tombalbaye was replaced by 
Malloum in 1975, Goukouni and Habré were already 

involved in a bloody war with Malloum's government. 

ConseQuent!Y they devised and broadcast over their 

radios endless discourses that discredited Malloum and 

praised themselves on nationalist grounds. 

ímilar!Y. when Goukouni drove Habré from Chad 

in 1980, the two were in the midst of a most violent 

war. As a result Habré invented his own brand of anti 

Goukouni ideology. The ear!Y anti Tombalb'!)'e discourse 

of Frolinat complained that Tombalbaye sold out national 

sovereign~ to the French. Habré, taking a page from 

this tactic, constructed Goukouni as a dupe ofthe Libyans 

and promised true nationalliberation if he were allowed 

to rule. 

When Déby fled for his life to the Sudan in 1989 

he was in the midst of a violent confrontation with Habré. 

His response was to create the MPS, and then from 

MPS sources issued an angry discourse suggesting that 

Habré was a ~rant who had sold out his country to the 

lsraelis and the Americans. Déby. of course, promised 

that with him good times and national autonomy were 

¡ust around the comer. In Chad, then, it seems that 

conflict causes those who are party to the conflict to 

invent nationalistic tradition, rather than the reverse. 

Natíonalism does not appear to be a cause of Chad's 

anarchy''· 

State and autarkic institutions of violent force 

How then does one account for the cycling between 

dis and reintegration? 1 begin to answer this Question 

by documenting changes in the means of violence. 

Frolinat, in the earliest days of rebellion against 

Tombal~aye. had perhaps a hundred partisans who 

fought for the most part wíth lances. There were then 

under a thousand soldiers in Tombalbaye's army. By 
the time ofHabré's rule in 1986 and 1987 there were 

perhaps 20,000 soldiers in different liberation armies 

armed with everything from tanks, to missiles, to 

phosphorous mortars. Habré may have had up to 

25,000 people in his army. At present the two major 

rebel movements in opposition to Déby are reporting 

11 Michalon has argued that authoritarian or dictatorial actions 
were encouraged in Chad in order «to break up traditional 
societies ... and thus allow the emergence of national feeling ... » 
(1979). M y view ofthe matteris different. During the late 1 960s 
and 1970s, the period about which Michalon writes, there was 
little effort at least on the part of the state to «break up» 
ethnicities. Local governments had difficulties getting into the 
countryside to do the breaking up, either because they Iacked 
the resources todo so or they were denied access by the rebels. 
Further, throughout this time the state was preoccupied with 
defeating rebels and did not want to create additional problems 
by provoking local communities. However, the espousal of 
nationalist sentiments gave a person legitimacy which allowed 
him or her to be a major political actor. Such actors soon became 
involved in violent contests for control over the state, whose 
very violence provoked authoritarian actions. In this view 
dictatorial practices are an unintended consequence of 
«hardball» politics, rather than an intended result of a strategy 
to create nationalism. 
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that they have 10,000 soldiers. While Déby is supposed 

to have an armed force estimated to number 50,000. 

In 1966 there were probab!J' under 1 ,000 government 

and rebel soldiers. In 1994 there were well over 60,000 

such soldiers. In 1966 these troops were poor!J' armed. 

In 1994 they possessed a ferocious array of the most 

modern weapons. A first finding is that there has been 

a spectacular accumulation of the means of violence in 

postcolonial Chad. 

The accumulation of violent force has not been 

associated with its concentration in the hands of the 

central government because of the rebel military 

institutions formed during Tombalb~e·s rule. These may 

be characterized as «autarkic» in the sense that they are 

· independent of the government, which has its own 

institutions of violent force12 • Thus the means of violence 

are dispersed across a number of autarkic and 

government military institutions in Chad. The structural 

history of postcolonial Chad has therefore involved both 

the accumulation and dispersion of violent force. 

Autarkic institutions of violence exercise their 

violence to compete for control over the state. The 

existence of such institutions means that the 

government institutions of violence must resist their 

autarkic. competitors. Three inescapable necessities 

result. First, contests for control of the state must 

be violen t. Second, as autarkic institutions of violen ce 

win, the state tends to disintegrate. Third, when 

autarkic institutions of violence have won, they become 

government institutions of violence, allowing the state 

to reintegrate. The preceding means that the fields 

of force in Chad are not on!J' dispersed, they are 

unstable. 

Such a structural history has implications for 

relations of domination. Specificai!J'. it means that 

autarkic institutions of violent force are able to exhibit 

enormous resistance to the government. Five times 

this resistance has been so great that the government 

has lacked the means to overcome it. Thus in 

12 Autarkic, as used in the text, means that rebels are 
independent of the central government in the sense that 
they are not part of it. This obliges government to exercise 
force to control such institutions. 
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independent Chad dispersed fields of violent force 

have produced periodicai!J' bloody anarchy. 

Why has this occurred? There appear to be two 

important determinants of postcolonial Chadian 

structural history. The first pertains to the accumulation 

of violent force. The enormous growth in local 

institutions of violence resulted from international 

competition for regional influence13
• Libya, the US, 

the Soviet Union, East Germany. Israel, Togo. Burkina 

Faso, the Palestinians, Nigerians, Zairois, Egyptians, 

and the Sudanese have continuai!J' provided military 

resources to both liberation and government armies. 

However, the major suppliers of arms, training. and at 

times soldiers have been France in aid of the ruling 

regime 14
, Libya. in promotion of the rebels. and the 

US, in support of whoever opposed Libya 15
• 

One military observer posed the QUestion. «how 

can impoverished Chad afford to fight?» He responded 

to his Q..Uestion by noting, «the simple answer, of 

course, is that it can't. The war is being paid for by the 

French and the Americans» (COXE 1988: 166). The 

US, it will be recalled, is reported to have spent on 

the arder of $ 1 00 million to rearm Habré in the ear!J' 

1980s. The French then spent in the arder of 

$500,000 per d'!}' between 1983 and 1986 defending 

Habré. The lsraelis. lraQls, and Zairois have operated 

in ~any ways as surrogates of the Americans. In su m. 

great power actions to influence Chad allowed both 

the government and the rebels to accumulate violent 

force. lt has been the arming of both rebels and 

government troops that dispersed the accumulating 

violent force. and made for the instabilio/ in the fields 

of force. To the extent that the great powers created 

this instabilio/. they were responsible for the anarchy it 

produced. 

13 Great power strategies vis a vis Africa are discussed in 
Foltz and Bienen (1985). 
14 Sorne discussion of the role France in Chadian military 
affairs can be found in Cox ( 1988). 
15 The full story of Libya's involvement in Chad is untold. 
However, an account of it untill981 can be found in Neuberger 
(1982). Description ofFrench!Libyan competition in Chad can 
be found in Somerville (1990). There are only anecdotal accounts 
of the US role in Chad. 
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Chad is among the p.oorest. least developed 

peripheries of the periphery. which poses the Question. 

«Why the French and American interest?» There are, 1 

believe. two answers to this Question. The first is 

geopolitical and the second is more direct!J' economic. 

Both answers ultimate!J' bear upon the well being of 

French and American capitalists. 

An American diplomat once confided to me that 

Chad is a «back door» to the Middle East and southern 

Africa. lf. for example, he went on, Libya were to 

«destabilize» Chad, then it would be far easier to 

undermine Egypt and the Sudan as well as Zaire and 

southern Africa. lf Egypt were destabilized, Western. 

and especiai!J' US, control over Near Eastern oil might 

be in jeopardy. Similar!J'. if Zaire and southern Africa 

were removed from the Western «Camp,» a number of 

raw materials classified as of «strategic» importance to 

industry might be at risk. So French and American 

strategists insured better control over raw materials by 
holding the line in Chad. Access to such materials. of 

course, is nota matter to which capitalists are indifferenL 

Then there is the matter of Chad's direct value 

to Western industry. As one commentator notes. «They 

key to French interest is the south 's petroleum» (AFRJCA 

CONFIDENTIAL 1993: 8).1t has been suspected since 

colonial times that Chad is rich in mineral and oil 

resources. Oil was discovered in commercially 

exploitable Quantities by the ear!J' 1970s. This was in 

two areas: around Lake Chad, where the MDD operates. 

and in the south near the town of Doba, where the 

CSNPD is active. The southern oil reserves are 

considerable. Exploitation of these by a US European 

consortium made up of Elf and Chevron under the 

leadership of Shell is supposed to begin in five years. 

French and US military investments in Chad allow them 

to protect the interests of Elf. Chevron, and Shell. 

thereby helping these companies to maintain healthy 

profits. 

lf great powers like the US and France made 

possible the accumulation and dispersa! of violent force, 

local class structure provided the motivation to use them. 

Most Chadians, probab!Y sorne 80%, are subsistence 

or semi subsistence cultivators. There are a few 

merchants and a very. very few manufacturers and 

employees of multi national corporations. The on!J' 

occupation that permits the accumulation of wealth is 

that of the haut fonctionnaire. The high salaries. 

combined with sweet political deals, enjoyed by such 

officials allow them to acQ.Uire capital. This is rypicai!Y 

funneled into local land and businesses as well as into 

international investments in capitalist enterprise. There 

are reai!Y on!J' two choices in such a class structure. 

One can remain a desperate!J' poor food producer, or 

one can become a· bureaucrat. Given such choices, 

Chadian are strong!Y disposed to become and remain 

officials, even if this means taking a turn at leading an 

autarkic institution of violent force. 

Dispersion of violent force 

Apter and Rosberg experienced students of African 

politics following a review of sorne of the difficulties 

ana!J'sts have had understanding the postcolonial African 

state. suggest that it is now « ... time for a new round of 

reconceptualizing .. . » ( 1994: 4). 1 argue below that the 

findings concerning Chad reoccur throughout the Third 

World ; that these comparat ive findings indicate 

commentators have overlooked a significant aspect of 

the structural history of the Third World, postcolonial 

state; and. finai!J'. that efforts to think about what has 

been overlooked constitute Apter and Rosberg's 

desired reconceptualization. 

Table 1 summarizes data concerning the role of 

autarkic institutions of violence (hereafter abbreviated 

as AIVs) in African wars since 1960. A number of points 

of clarification are in order concerning the table. First. 

it includes data from forty sub Saharan African countries. 

Excluded are island states, such as Madagascar. and 

extreme!J' small, and hence arypical, ones. such as 

Djibuti. S tates included in the table fa ll into one of two 

categories: those where there have been AIV wars against 

the central government, and those where such wars have 

been absent. War is said to have occurred if AIV/ 

government combat has led to at least one hundred 

deaths. 

Each of the two major categories is divided into 

sub categories. The sub categories are distinguished in 

states where there has been AIV/government war in 
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terms of the numbers who have perished and whether Sub categories are distinguished in states without AIV/ 

there has been great or regional power involvement. government war on the basis of whether AIVs have 

«lnvolvement» is deemed to have occurred if a power developed, even though they have not engaged in 

has contributed combatants, logistics, training, or significant combat. 

supplies to either the government or an AIV in a war. 

Table 1 
INCIDEN CE OF AIV-GIV WARFARE IN AFRICA (1960-1993) 

AIV-G IV War Present No AIV-G IV War 
1. So m al ia (Adam, 1992) 1. Leso tho (AC, 1986a) 
2. Guinea (AC, 1986, Lemarchand , 1992) 2. Gabon (AC, 1990a) 
3 Burundi (AC, 1990c) 3. Central African Republic (AC, 1991al 
4. Senegal (A C, 1990d) 4. lvo ry Coast (Amoudji, 1986) 
5. Chad 5.Tanzania (L ugalla , PC) 
6. Gambia (AC, 1991 b) 6.Botswana (Holm & Molutsi, 1992) 
7. Sierre Leone (AC, 1992a) 7. Zambia (Decalo, 1998) 
8. Liberia (AC, 1992b) B. M alawijDecalo , 1998j 
9. Rwanda (AC, 1994a) 9. Ghana (McFarland, 1991) 
1 O. Uganda (Avrigan & Hovey 1982) 1 O. Kenya (Decalo , 1998) 
11 . Congo ·Brazzaville (Ba llif 1993) 
12 Congo-Kinshasha (Young & Turne r, 1985) 
13. Guinea-Bissao (Cabral, 1974) 
14. Sudan (Daly & Sikainga , 1993) 
15. Equatorial Guinea (Fegley, 1989) 
16. Mozambique (Finnegan , 1992) 
17.Namibia (lnnes , 1974) 
18. Burkina Faso (Jaffré, 1989) 
19 . Mauretania Marchesin , 1995) 
2 O . Z i m b a b w e (M a rt in & Jo h n so n , 1 9 8 1 
21 . South Africa (Mokoena, 1993) 
22 . Mali (P iettrowski, 1991) 
23 . Niger (Charlick, 1991) 
24 . Nigeria (Strem lau, 1978) 
25 . Angola (R usk 1987, Spikes , 1993) 
26 . Ethiopia (Tiryne h, 1993) 
27. Western Sahara (Hodges, 1983) 
28 . Eretria (Se lassie, 1980) 
29 . Camerou n (LeVine, 1974) 
30 . Togo (De ca lo, 1987a) 
31 . Benin (Decalo , 1987b) 

Percentage Percentage 
76% 24% 

(From: REYNA, S.P. 2003 (In press]. •<lmagining Monsters: A Structural History of Warfare in 
Chad», in: Globalization, transnationalism and violence, edited by Jonathan Friedman. Walnut 
Creek, CA: Rowman and Littlefield). 
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The table justifies the following four points. First. 

that AIVs have been extreme!Y widespread throughout 

sub Saharan Africa, occurring in 73 % of the states. 

Second, that AIV/government war is also common in 

Africa. reported to have occurred in 60% of the states. 

Third, AIV/government war has been extraordinari!,y 

bloody. In the fourteen countries where such wars have 

been the mostsevere. approximate!Y 3,600,000 people 

have perished. Fourth, great and regional powers have 

contributed to these wars, having been involved in 60 

% of them. Such findings support the conclusion that 

AIV/government wars. and the anarchy they provoke, 

nurtured by great and regional powers have become a 

bloody fact of postcolonial . African life. 

AIV/government wars have been freQuent in other 

areas of the Third World. They have arisen throughout 

South America since the success of the Cuban 

Revolution, and dominated Central America in 

Guatemala. El Salvador. and Nicaragua during the 1980s. 

The different liberation movements of the Middle East 

and North Africa, including contemporary 

fundamentalist ones. have pitted A IVs against their 

governments. Since lhe success of the Chinese 

Revolution such wars occurred throughout Asia in the 

Philippines, Sri lanka. Malaysia, Indonesia, and the 

various fragments of what was lndochina. AIV/ 

government war has been rare among great powers. 

with the majar occurrence being the longstanding conflict 

in Northern lreland. 

Great and regional powers have been involved 

freQuent!Y in these wars with involvement often exhibiting 

a Cold War logic. This was one where if a Communist 

state supported a Third World AIV, a non Communist 

state would support that country's central government 

and vice versa. In su m, AIV/government war, enabled in 

part by great and regional powers. intending either to 

facilitate or resist the interests of capitalists. has been 

common throughout the Third World. 

What are the implications of the preceding? lt 

was noted that it is common!)r understood that « ... military 

control has increased in the world's states over the last 

thirry years ... » (TILLY 1990: 20S) and that this is 

especiai!Y true in the Third World (IACKMAN 1976). 

Such a realization poses the Question of the structural 

properties of this militarism. 

Here the literature has emphasized the existence 

of coups d'état and the subseQuent occupation of non 

military posts by military persons 16
• lt is true that 

generals have moved from being mere!)r generals to 

being generals who are also presidents. This is certain!)r 

an important structural process; one of consolidation, 

where non military offices come to be occupied by 
military personnel. conAating their non military with their 

military functions. 

However, the findings of this article indicate that 

another structural process has been occurring at the 

same time. This has been a «leaking» of institutions of 

violence out of the realm of government into that of 

civil sociery. Thus. not one. but two, processes seem 

to characterize the recent structural history of states. 

and this second process has gone unimagined in the 

discourse concerning their militarism. 

This previous!)r unremarked structural history 

exhibits a dynamic different from lhat which occurred 

during the making of the modem European state. The 

structural history of these powers between A. D. 1 SOO 
and A.D. 1900 involved the evolution offields offorce 

in which violence was increasing!Y accumulated and 

concentrated within specialized, military institutions of 

the central government (TILLY 1990). Aristocrats 

became Don Quixote's, while revolting peasants. such 

as those reputed to have infested Sherwood Forest in 

the Middle Ages, were disarmed and sent packing to 

the factories. This dynamic is uncommon in poorer 

Third World states. 

Why might the preceding be important? Max 

Weber, it will be remembered, defined the state as a 

field of force where government exercises a monopo!Y 

over violence ( 19 S 8). S tates with such fields of force 

might be called «Weberian». Nobody monopolizes 

violence in the Chads of this world. Rather, on one side 

there is government, dominated by military 

professionals. arrayed on the other side against autarkic 

institutions of violence. So the structural dynamic that 

16 An introduction to this literature can be found in Cammack, 
Pool, and Tordoff ( 1993: 133-169). 
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has been occurring in the Third World is a withering 

aw'!Y of the Weberian state and its replacement by an all 

together more lethal variant. 

The globe is moving into a situation of resource 

depletion as a result of the consumption of raw materials 

by capitalist enterprises (REYNA 1991 ). lt does so ata 

time when the world is being populated by states whose 

fields of force feature a greater propensio/ to decide 

issues violent!Y Such a conjuncture may well be of 

historie significance, marking the outset of a postmodern 

era of darkness when the state is continuai!Y under siege. 

Conclusion 

Unperceived forces, hence unimagined ones, marching 

to logics of autarkic and government institutions of 

violence jerk Chad into bloody anarchy. regardless of 

what anyone might intend. In this sense Chad is an 

unimagined state. Chad is not alone. The promoting of 

more lethal states among lesser powers seems to be a 

specialo/ of great powers as they go about the business 

of structuring the Third World to the satisfaction of 

capital. Such fosterings be they in Ethiopia, Somalia, 

Nicaragua, El Salvador, or Guatemala create gory 

realms, hells. We point our flngers at the Nazis, satisfied 

that they were evil, so we are not; unimagining of the 

states we create. 
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